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Minutes of Villas II Board Meeting 
July 22, 2014 

 
 
Board members present:  Mark Bloom, Tom Roberts, Steve Wolf, Nancy Thomas 
Absent:  Tom Hook 
WPM representative present:  Scott Colville 
 
Minutes from the June 24, 2014 Annual Meeting were approved, noting that formal approval will be 
necessary at next year’s annual meeting.   
 
Jack Hutchison and Melissa Reagan, agents from Nationwide Insurance the new Villas II insurance 
provider, were invited to give a brief overview of the policy.  Jack explained coverage limits and noted 
that insurance coverage is provided in accordance with Villas II bylaws.  He suggested other insurance 
coverage that unit owners should have for elements not covered by the community’s insurance.  
 
Treasurer’s report – Replacement reserves = $263,915.27; Checking account = $12,595.69; Capital 
maintenance = $12,716.67. We are in compliance with reserve funds requirements.  
 
Six residents have not sent in payment for the special budget amendment that was due July 1. 
Reminders will be sent to four. Two delinquencies are chronic and the amount will be added to their 
accounts with our attorneys.  
 
A bill from Brickman for $10K for snow removal in January was recently received.  Scott was requested 
to ask why this bill was so late.   
 
Proposal for $1095 for an additional gutter cleaning for perimeter units on Vast Rose and Sage Brush 
was approved. 
 
Proposal from Brickman for remediating the rust problem along Vast Rose did not seem sufficient to 
resolve the problem so was not accepted.  
 
Brickman appears to not yet include credits for Natural Lawn service.  
 
Mark requested a process that includes advance notice for social events needing funding, to ensure 
sufficient funding is available in the budget.  
 
Pete Gratton, Don Krebbs , and Tom Hook conducted a community walk-thru on July 16 to assess the 
need for painting and other maintenance. They judged the units to be in generally good condition. 
Painting of basement railings will be needed soon and some stairwell walls are in bad shape.   
 
Mark noted that Villas II fees will probably need to be increased next year to cover needed maintenance 
such as painting.   
 
Mark noted that he was still awaiting reports for the underground water study and concrete 
deterioration.  
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The Architectural committee reported no actions. A walk thru identified some front lawn trees are 
starting to overgrow the street lights. Individual owners are responsible for trimming. 
 
Mark Bloom was nominated to continue as Villas II representative to the SOCA board. 
 
During open forum, residents asked about the concrete deterioration and a potential for legal action.  
Ken Beerbohm was asked to check in to weeds in a backyard. 
 
It was noted that commercial solicitation was occurring frequently and perhaps the sign at the gate 
could be made more prominent.   
 
Nancy Thomas 
Secretary 


